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Is there a broadband 
Speed Problem Today?





Adelaide 
Heat Map

Internode + iiNet 
combined real world 

performance map



Do most consumers even 
know how fast their 
broadband is now?





There is a 
Retail Cost 

problem
If you can’t afford faster 
broadband, higher speeds 
are irrelevant.

Today, most ADSL 
consumers choose lower 
speeds than maximum 
available, through 
economic constraints



There is an 
Access 

problem
If you can’t get 
broadband at all, then 
who cares what it costs? 

For such consumers, the 
speed conversation is 
just insulting



What NBN 
Policy 

mandates:
1) Speed
2) Coverage

But not:
3) price
4) Innovation
5) Competition





NBN Outcome



Government 
mandated 
broadband 
and voice 
monopoly

(xDSL and PSTN)

NBN Outcome



Missing in 
NBN policy

Regulatory Leadership
IPv6 requirement

IPTV (Multicast) requirement
Naked DSL retention

Preserving Innovation
protecting consumer pricing



You can check out
 any time you like,

But you can 
never leave! 

-- The Eagles

After FTTN
There is no 
Going Back



What are 
the real 

priorities?
1) Coverage
2) Price
3) Competition
4) Innovation
5) Speed



NBN FTTN
Timetable

A 2005 design 

deployed from 2010 (?)

Complete by 2015 (?)

Obselete by 2020

and...

fttn is not a path to ftth!
(cabinets not needed for ftth)



So what should happen?

(four potential outcomes, not one)



Best path:
FTTH
(not FTTN)

Retain ADSL2+
Abandon flawed FTTN approach
same (high) speeds for everyone

Retain copper access regime
New infrastructure in parallel

Retain competitive tension
Retain innovation 

Retain competitive pricing
No overbuild protection needed

No legal battles needed
more innovation, more choice
long term consumer benefit

(This would be a leadership opportunity for 
Telstra, with no regulatory problems)



Second 
Preference:

Just Stop
Reconsider and find a better path

Spend $4.7bn on something else

No legal action

Retention of existing consumer gains

opportunity to spend far less 
government money on fixing 

coverage blackspots

(did anyone say ‘Opel’?)



Third 
Preference

“Not Telstra” 
NBN

Outside-In Build
Preserve ADSL2+ DSLAM price points

However: 

Guaranteed legal action
funding challenges

Loss of infrastructure competition

Far better than Last preference!



Last 
Preference: 
Telstra NBN

All ADSL2+ (and pricing) gone
and gone fast: inside-out build

fail to meet 98% coverage
(leave regional in the lurch again)

loss of infrastructure competition
remove all gains from LSS and ULL

No Naked DSL

VDSL2: offers only small 
performance gains vs ADSL2+

and...



Higher Prices
Lower Value

Proposed new Telstra 
Broadband offering

$39.95 / 1 Megabit / 0.2 Gigabytes 

4 x faster than current BigPond 256k

BUT:

Up to 24 x slower and 25x less quota 
than current Internode services
($39.95 / Up to 24M / 5 Gigabytes)

Also: 
higher voice prices & PSTN monopoly

‘High Speed’ services offered will only 
provide 25 Megabit speeds at far higher 

price points than ADSL2+ today



NBN SPEEDS ALREADY EXIST
Just fix the blackspots

Build FTTH in 5-10 years time

retain existing access regime in parallel



just 
imagine...

All existing ADSL2+ 
services, competition, 

pricing retained

and

A future FTTH network
(in parallel)

Speeds of 1 Gigabit/s +
2020 World Leader



Or
National 

FTTN (VDSL2) network

No competitive ADSL2+
Higher consumer prices
lower consumer value

By 2020:
Speed max of 50-80 Mbits

(and Australia far behind 
world benchmark speeds)



Decision Time


